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What Is Rewilding?

Rewilding is a deliberate shift from human-centered, intensively
managed landscapes to humans sharing their landscape with the rest
of nature. It is an intentional practice of restoring native plants to
landscapes in urban, suburban, and rural areas to reverse habitat loss,
support ecosystem services, and bring nature back into our daily lives.

Restoring Resiliency Through Rewilding
In the face of expanding human impact, loss of biodiversity, and a rapidly
warming climate, it is critical we all understand that every landscape must support
natural systems. When robust, the components of these natural systems – the
plants, animals, fungi, and microbes – and their interconnected web of relationships support a resilient landscape. Native plants serve as the foundation of these
land-based ecosystems, yet in many of our developed landscapes, native plant
habitat is so diminished that the landscape is unable to support a diversity of life.
Fortunately, nature can recover when given the chance.
Rewilding is a bottom-up process that begins with planting species native to
a region. These plants attract insects, birds, mammals, and so on to re-stitch the
ecosystem together. Rewilding seeks to create native habitat where we live, to
foster a better connection between people and the rest of nature.
Rewilding is an opportunity to create resilient landscapes that provide beauty
and support healthy populations of butterflies, bees, birds, and all forms of life
crucial to a functioning ecosystem. We see this as a path forward for people and
for the rest of life on earth, as all landscapes have the ability to support natural
systems in some way. We must adopt a holistic perspective on nature, our role in
it, and our ability to intentionally foster spaces that we share. We must invite the
rest of life in. This is indeed critical worldwide, for our shared futures.

Reaching the Tipping Point Our Goal for the Next 10 Years
Recent research by University of Delaware professor Douglas Tallamy points
to a crucial threshold of a minimum 70% native plant biomass for a landscape
to support the insects that in turn, support birds, which serve as a bellwether of
ecological health and resiliency. This gives us a clear goal to strive for in each and
every one of our landscapes – 70% or more of landscapes populated with native
plant species. These landscapes can be designed to look like natural habitats or
they may be more formally structured – the importance is that natural processes
are restored with as wide a variety of plant species as possible, from ground-covering herbaceous plants to high-impact large canopy trees.
Wild Seed Project’s 10 year impact goals outline how we plan to do this. It is
essential that we proceed deliberately but act quickly and think creatively to overcome our current political and environmental challenges.
We invite you to join us in this crucial work.

10 year impact plan

Reaching Our Goal of 70% Native
Areas of work for the next decade

Expand Access
to Native Seeds
and Plants
• 1 million seed-grown plants
• Tenfold increase in seeds available

Broaden Outreach
Connect with new audiences, engaging
25% of Maine’s population with Wild Seed
Project educational content

Leverage
Partnerships

Measure Success
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Increase Access To Plants
GOAL

Increase Access To Seeds
GOAL

1 MILLION WILD SEED-GROWN PLANTS

TENFOLD INCREASE IN WILD SEEDS

HOW DO WE REACH ONE MILLION PLANTS?

HOW DO WE GET MORE SEEDS IN THE GROUND?

• Distribute more plants grown by WSP staff and trained members
• Promote WSP member-run plant sales and swaps
• Increase DIY seed sowing and growing support
• Support nurseries producing seed-grown native plants

• Increase the number of trained member-volunteers to lead seed sowing
workshops in their communities
• Develop advanced seed propagation trainings to improve the state of the art
of native plant propagation and deepen the knowledge of our existing base of
native plant enthusiasts
• Establish a Wild Seed Project-managed seed facility
• Create a team of trained volunteers to plant and steward populations of
native plants for the purpose of harvesting seeds for roadside and public land
restoration projects
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Broaden Outreach
GOAL

ENGAGE 25% OF MAINE POPULATION
HOW DO WE REACH MORE PEOPLE?
Make WSP library of knowledge more
accessible:

• Get Wild Seed magazine in all Maine
public libraries

• Create simple action materials (flyers, • Reach more youth via school-based
native seed sowing and growing
booklets, posters, etc.) to disseminate
curriculum
wild seed growing practices offline
• Develop social media-friendly content
(videos, memes, etc.) to promote wild
seed gardening practices
• Expand presence on Instagram,
Twitter, YouTube, and other social
media channels

• Attend and exhibit at conferences,
trade shows, and other events for
builders, landscapers, environmental,
indigenous, and new immigrant
organizations
• Create and deliver an award for “Best
Native Garden” or “Resilience Garden”
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Leverage Partnerships

Measure Success

GOAL

GOAL

COMMIT 25% OF CONSERVATION LAND
TO REWILDING
HOW DO WE HELP CONSERVATION ORGANIZATIONS PROTECT
AND RESTORE NATIVE PLANTS ON THEIR LANDS?
• Create a package of services for partnering land trusts and other organizations to
support them in restoring a diversity of native plants to their lands
• Pilot and showcase demonstration projects to highlight what can be accomplished

INSPIRE COMMITMENT TO REWILDING THE PLEDGE
In light of human impact upon the landscape in urban, suburban and rural areas,
and its corresponding loss of habitat and biodiversity, our supporters pledge to
REWILD their lands, restoring a minimum of 70% native biomass.
This tipping point of 70% will increase habitat for wildlife, support natural systems
and create a more resilient landscape that can withstand the challenges of a rapidly
changing climate.
Lend your support by taking the pledge online:
http://www.wildseedproject.net/rewildingpledge

M ISSI O N

Our mission is to inspire people
to take action and join us in
increasing the presence of native
plants grown from wild seed.

V ISI O N

Our vision is that people create
and repopulate landscapes to be
abundant with native plants that
safeguard wildlife habit, support
biodiversity, and mitigate the
effects of climate change.
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